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Opera and Art in Question: A collaborative project by Claire Robertson and Aliça Bryson-Haynes that examines the process of questioning art as medium. Where Art in Public Space in Question, - WorldCat Art in Question - Google Books Slought and the Temple University Department of Film and Media Arts are pleased to present The Image in Question: War-Media-Art, a film screening and . Art in Question - Tim Dean, David Porter - Google Books Art in question - China Daily 'Art in Question' explores the role of contemporary art within today's wider visual culture. This richly illustrated book brings together a series of specially Art in Question: Karen Raney: Continuum - Bloombsury Where once artists underwent extensive and methodical training to master a specific medium, artists Claire Robertson and Aliça Bryson-Haynes examine the . Public Artopia: Art in Public Space in Question Amsterdam . Jan 19, 2009 . Can China's contemporary art market survive or even thrive during the present global financial crisis? The bad news includes shrinking sales of